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10 CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to U.S. Patent Application No.  

(Attorney Docket No. SUNMP337B), filed on March 17, 2004, and entitled "SHARING 

RUNTIME REPRESENTATION OF SOFTWARE COMPONENT METHODS ACROSS COMPONENT 

LOADERS." The disclosure of this application, which is assigned to Sun Microsystems, 

15    Inc., the assignee of the subject application, is incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field of the Invention 

[001] This invention relates generally to the Java™ platform, and more 

20    particularly to methods and systems for minimizing main memory consumption 

associated with defining class loading policies in Java. 

2. Description of the Related Art 

[002] Today, several high-level programming languages are being offered to the 

computer programmers and software developers, one of which is Java™. Pervasive use 

25    of Java in a relatively short period of time can at least in part, be credited to Java platform 
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independence, object orientation, and dynamic nature. Java also eliminates many of the 

monotonous and error-prone tasks performed by an application progranmier or developer, 

including memory management and cross-platform porting.  In this manner, Java has 

liberated progranmiers to focus on the design and functionalities of the applications. 

5     [003] One of many distinctive features of Java programming language, and one 

that is extensively exploited by application progranmiers, is the ability to program class 

loaders and defining class loading policies. Currently, a wide range of applications 

exploit class loaders including, scripting environment with runtime introspection 

capabilities. Integrated Development Environments (DDEs), bytecode transformation 

10 tools, aspect-oriented programming environment, web browsers, servlet engines, and 

application servers. 

[004] Class loaders (herein also referred to as "loaders") are mechanisms for 

dynamically loading software components in a running program. Loaders allow a 

program to define a class in separate namespaces and to control the location from where 

15 the architecturally-neutral definition of the class can be obtained. Having the ability to 

create separate namespaces for a class allows a program to load the same or different 

definitions of a class multiple times using the same name. Although a class loaded by 

different loaders has the same name and may have the same definition, the loaded classes, 

are treated as distinct types. In this manner, isolation is provided to some extent such that 

20 different software components can be loaded by a software program without any 

interference, even though software components may contain classes having the same 

name. For instance, an applet container for a web-browser can load multiple applets 

using different loaders. Although the classes loaded for each applet may have the same 

name, the Java virtual machine (JVM) can treat the loaded classes as if the classes have 
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different types. 

[005] Loaders can also provide the opportunity to transparently enhance code 

generated at runtime by a third-party. For instance, loaders allow interception of the code 

and modification of the code (via bytecode transformation) before the code is linked with 

5    the rest of the prograni that is running. Loaders also allow software programs to generate 

and load a class file at runtime. 

[006] Using class loaders, however, does not come without a cost. For instance, 

current implementations of the JVM typically create a runtime representation of a class in 

memory for each class loader that defines the class. Creating the runtime representation 

10 is performed even though another class having the same name and architecturally-neutral 

representation has already been created by a different loader. As a consequence, the 

effort in creating an optimized runtime representation is needlessly repeated and the 

runtime representation of classes are unnecessarily replicated in memory. Examples of 

such replicated efforts include, repeating the same parsing of the same class file, 

15 construction of a main-memory runtime representation, bytecode verification, quickening 

of bytecodes, resolution of constants and symbols, and identification and dynamic 

compilation of frequently used methods. 

[007] One way application programmers can circumvent the cost associated with 

replicating the entire runtime representation of a class is using delegation relationships 

20 between class loaders. Namely, when a class loader has been requested to load a class, 

the class loader may delegate the definition of the class to a different class loader that has 

already defined the class. Unfortunately, as the complexity degree of delegation 

relationships increases so can the extent and possibility of generating errors. 

Additionally, delegating the definition of a class to another class loader may not always 
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be possible per-design. For instance, delegation relationships cannot be used in a 

situation where software components are to be isolated, as required by an application 

(e.g., loading multiple applets in an applet container). 

[008] There have been certain attempts to share the main-memory runtime 

5    representation of classes between multiple software programs being executed. One 

approach has been to launch a separate operating system (OS) process to execute separate 

instances of the JVM for every Java program, and to store the sharable part of the runtime 

representation of classes in a memory area shared among the operating system processes. 

[009] Another solution is to encode the entire runtime representation of classes 

10 in a binary format that is natively supported by the host OS shared libraries mechanism. 

For instance, the main-memory representation of classes can be encoded in the Extremely 

Low Frequency (ELF) format, thus generating binary codes that can be relocated. In 

such a scenario, loading and relocation of the binary codes are performed by a linker of 

the OS. 

15    [0010] Yet another solution is to share the runtime representation of classes 

serially. In the latter approach, a JVM that has been launched once can be re-used by an 

arbitrary number of software programs as long as the software programs adhere to a set of 

rules analogous to the rules required in a middleware environment (e.g., Java 2 Platform, 

Enterprise Edition (J2EE)). However, in such an approach, software programs cannot use 

20    Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT), set global static variables of classes shared serially, 

start arbitrary threads, use native methods, etc.). Failure to comply with the set of rules 

prompts the creation of a new JVM instance, and thus, the associated costs. 

[0011] Still another solution is to collocate all Java programs in the same OS 

process, and to execute the Java programs with a single JVM capable of multi-tasking. 
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[0012] Nevertheless, all of the above-mentioned approaches, share the same 

limitations. Specifically, none of the approaches is capable of sharing, to any degree, the 

runtime representation of classes defined by arbitrary user-defined class loaders. Rather, 

mostly classes defined by the boot class loader (i.e., the loader used at JVM startup to 

5 load the so-called ""core" classes that are associated with the JVM implementation (e.g., 

java.lang.Object, java.lang.Class, etc.)), or the system class loader (i.e., class loader used 

to load the class defining the entry point to a software program (i.e., the static main 

(String []) method of the class, etc.), can have respective runtime representations shared 

by multiple software programs. Limiting sharing of runtime representation of classes to 

10 the loaders being fully controlled by the JVM (e.g., the boot and system loaders) can 

simplify re-entrance by preventing the symbolic links to resolve into potentially different 

definitions of the same class. 

[0013] In contrast to the classes defined by the boot class loader or the system 

class loader, user-defined class loaders can implement any number of arbitrary policies to 

15 obtain the definition of a class (including, but not limited to, modifying a class file 

fetched from a known location on the fly, or generating a class file from scratch on the 

fly, etc.). As a consequence, two loaders that define the same class might resolve 

symbolic links being used by the class differently. None of the above-mentioned 

approaches, however, allow sharing of the runtime representation of classes under such 

20    condition. Hence, none of the above-mentioned approaches can address the problem of 

reducing the footprint of the software programs exploiting user-defined class loaders. 

[0014] In view of the foregoing, a need therefore exists in the art for systems and 

methods capable of increasing main memory conservation by allowing sharing of runtime 

representation of software components by a plurality of component loaders. 
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SUMMARY 

[0015] Broadly speaking, the present invention fills this need by providing 

systems and methods capable of increasing main memory conservation while minimizing 

runtime costs by allowing sharing of runtime representation of a software component by a 

plurality of component loaders. In one example, the software component is a 

dynamically loaded architecturally-neutral software component. In another embodiment, 

the software component is a Java™ class and the plurality of component loaders is class 

loaders. According to one embodiment, the runtime representation of the class can be 

shared across the plurality of class loaders if certain sharing conditions have been 

satisfied. It should be appreciated that the present invention can be implemented in 

numerous ways, including as a process, an apparatus, a system, a device, or a method. 

Several inventive embodiments of the present invention are described below. 

[0016] In one embodiment, a method for reducing a usage of main memory by a 

first class loader and a second class loader is provided. The first class loader and the 

second class loader are capable of dynamically loading a class having a class file. The 

first class loader is capable of translating the class file into a first class type and the 

second class loader is capable of translating the class file into a second class type. The 

method includes dividing a runtime representation of the first class type into a first loader 

independent part and a first loader dependent part. The method further includes 

determining whether a runtime representation of the second class type can use the first 

loader independent part of the runtime representation of the first class type. If the first 

loader independent part of the runtime representation of the first class type can be used by 
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the runtime representation of the second class type, the method also includes generating a 

second loader dependent part of the runtime representation of the second class type using 

the first loader independent part of the runtime representation of the first class type. 

[0017] In another embodiment, a method for using a first loader independent part 

of a runtime representation of a software component as a second loader independent part 

of a runtime representation of the software component is provided. The first loader 

independent part of the runtime representation of the software component is defined by a 

first component loader and the second loader independent part of the runtime 

representation of the software component is defined by the second loader. The method 

includes determining a satisfaction of a first condition, a second condition, and a third 

condition. The first condition is satisfied when a first binary representation of the first 

software component being the same as a second binary representation of the second 

software component used by the second component loader to define a second software 

component type. The second condition is satisfied when a second loader independent 

part of a runtime representation of a super software component type of the second 

software component type is the same as a loader dependent runtime representation of a 

super software component type of the first software component type. The third condition 

is satisfied when the second software component type has the same unimplemented 

methods as the first software component type. 

[0018] In yet another embodiment, a computer program embodied on a computer 

readable medium for reducing a usage of main memory by a first class loader and a 

second class loader is provided. The first class loader and the second class loader are 

capable of dynamically loading a class having a class file. The first class loader is 

capable of translating the class file into a first class type and the second class loader is 
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capable of translating the class file into a second class type. The computer program 

includes program instructions for dividing a runtime representation of the first class type 

into a first loader independent part and a first loader dependent part. The computer 

program also includes program instructions for determining whether a runtime 

representation of the second class type can use the first loader independent part of the 

runtime representation of the first class type, tf the first loader independent part of the 

runtime representation of the first class type can be used by the runtime representation of 

the second class tj^e, the computer program includes program instructions for generating 

a second loader dependent part of the runtime representation of the second class type 

using the first loader independent part of the runtime representation of the first class type. 

[0019] In still another embodiment of the present invention, a computer program 

embodied on a computer readable medium for using a first loader independent part of a 

runtime representation of a software component as a second loader independent part of a 

runtime representation of the software component is provided. The first loader 

independent part of the runtime representation of the software component is defined by a 

first component loader and the second loader independent part of the runtime 

representation of the software component is defined by the second loader. The computer 

program includes program instructions for determining a satisfaction of a first condition, 

a second condition, and a third condition. The first condition is satisfied when a first 

binary representation of the first software component is the same as a second binary 

representation of the second software component used by the second component loader to 

define a second software component type. The second condition is satisfied when a 

second loader independent part of a runtime representation of a super software 

component type of the second software component type is the same as a loader 
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independent runtime representation of a super software component type of the first 

software component type. The third condition is satisfled when the second software 

component type has the same unimplemented methods as the first software component 

type. 

5    [0020] Other aspects of the invention will become apparent from the following 

detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, illustrating 

by way of example the principles of the invention. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] The present invention will be readily understood by the following detailed 

description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, and like reference numerals 

designate like structural elements. 

[0022] Figure lA is a simplified block diagram illustrating an exemplary JVM 

implementation wherein the runtime representation of a class type is shared between 

different class loaders, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0023] Figure IB shows a flowchart diagram depicting the method operations 

performed to determine whether the shared runtime representation (SRR) of a class type 

could be used to construct the runtime representation of a class type defined by a class 

loader, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0024] Figure 2A shows a simplified block diagram illustrating the way the JVM 

can test whether the first sharing condition has been satisfied, in accordance with still 

another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0025] Figure 2B shows a simplified block diagram illustrating an exemplary 

hierarchy of classes loaded by a software program, in accordance with yet another 

embodiment of the present invention. 

[0026] Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram illustrating when the third 

sharing condition is satisfied using an example of four class loaders each defining the 

same class, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0027] Figure 4A is a simplified block diagram of a portion of the runtime 

representation of two classes being shared in an exemplary implementation of the JVM of 

the present invention, in accordance with yet another embodiment of the invention. 
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[0028] Figure 4B is a simplified block diagram showing certain components of 

the loader independent SRR of the runtime representation of a class type and the loader 

dependent part of the same runtime representation of the class type, in accordance with 

yet another embodiment of the invention. 

[0029] Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system dictionary 

used by an exemplary implementation of the JVM to keep track of the runtime 

representation of classes loaded, in accordance with still another embodiment of the 

invention. 

[0030] Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating the relationships between a 

constant pool, bytecodes, and symbols used to encode a symbolic link in an exemplary 

class, in accordance with yet another embodiment of the invention. 

[0031] Figure 7A is a block diagram depicting the components of an exemplary 

runtime representation of a class type involved in a link resolution performed by an 

interpreter, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0032] Figure 7B depicts a block diagram illustrating components of the runtime 

representation of a class type subsequent to resolution of the symbolic link required by 

the bytecode instruction, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present 

invention. 

[0033] Figure 8A depicts a flowchart diagram illustrating method operations 

performed to load a class using an exemplary implementation of the JVM of the present 

invention, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0034] Figure 8B is a flowchart diagram illustrating method operations performed 

to build a new instanceKlass object (i.e., a loader dependent representation of a class 

type) using the sharedRep object (i.e., the loader independent SRR of a class type) 
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obtained from the shared class repository, in accordance with still another embodiment of 

the present invention. 

[0035] Figure 8C depicts a flowchart diagram illustrating method operations 

performed when the SHA-1 digest does not map to a sharedRep object, in accordance 

with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0036] Figure 9A is a flowchart diagram illustrating method operations performed 

to create a new sharedRep object by an exemplary implementation of the JVM of the 

present invention by cloning a sharedRep object created with a class file having an 

identical value, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0037] Figure 9B is a flowchart diagram depicting method operations performed 

on an exemplary cloned sharedRep object by an exemplary implementation of the JVM 

of the present invention, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present 

invention. 

[0038] Figure lOA includes a flow chart diagram of method operations performed 

to determine whether the symbolic link referenced by a bytecode instruction manipulating 

an instance variable is resolved by a current class loader, in accordance with still another 

embodiment of the present invention. 

[0039] Figure lOB is a flowchart diagram of method operations performed to 

obtain the resolved information encoded by the symbolic link in an operand of an 

invokevirtual method, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present 

invention. 

[0040] Figure UA is a flow chart diagram of method operations performed to 

determine whether a link resolution barrier or a class initialization barrier should be 

implemented, in accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 
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[0041] Figure IIB depicts a flowchart diagram of the method operations 

performed while interpreting a bytecode instruction manipulating a static variable, in 

accordance with still another embodiment of the present invention. 

[0042] Figure 1IC shows a flow chart diagram of method operations performed 

5    when interpreting the quickened version of the new bytecode, in accordance with still 

another embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0043] Inventions for reducing main memory usage and runtime costs by sharing 

a portion of the runtime representation of a software component across a plurality of 

component loaders are provided. Several exemplary embodiments of the invention will 

now be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

[0044] The embodiments of the present invention provide methods and systems 

for sharing a portion of runtime representation of a software component across a plurality 

of component loaders. In one embodiment, software components are classes and 

component loaders are class loaders. According to one implementation, the runtime 

representation of a class is divided into two parts, a class loader independent part, and a 

class loader dependent part. The class loader independent part can include most of the 

runtime representation of a class and is sharable across multiple class loaders that define 

the class and satisfy a set of sharing conditions. The class loader dependent part is 

replicated for each of the class loaders that define the class. 

[0045] According to one embodiment, bytecode interpretation is made loader re- 

entrant thus allowing the bytecode of methods to be shared across multiple defining class 

loaders. As used herein, class loader re-entrant bytecode interpretation means that data 

structures necessary for interpreting bytecodes (including the bytecodes) do not assume 

states or directly reference data that is specific to a class loader (e.g., the initialization 

state of a class, a pointer to a resolved symbolic link, etc.). Instead, the bytecode 

interpreter is capable of efficiently retrieving loader dependent data and states, and of 

triggering loader dependent events (e.g., class initialization, symbolic link resolution, 

etc.). 
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[0046] In one example, re-entrance with respect to class initialization is achieved 

by adding class initialization barriers to the interpretation of some bytecodes. In another 

example, re-entrance with respect to symbolic links is achieved by adding link resolution 

barriers to the interpretation of some bytecodes. Both class initialization and link 

5 resolution barriers are achieved by a combination of data structures and sequence of 

instructions that can exploit the data structures. 

[0047] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth in 

order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be understood, 

however, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without 

10 some or all of these specific details. In other instances, well known process operations 

have not been described in detail in order not to unnecessarily obscure the present 

invention. 

I. Environment Description 

[0048] As embodiments of the present invention can implement the Java™ 

15 platform, an overview of the Java"^^ programming language (hereinafter "Java") is 

provided below. Programs written in Java (hereinafter "Java program") are composed of 

one of more classes that are compiled by a Java compiler into class files wherein a 

respective class file is generated for each corresponding class of a program. Class files 

have architecturally-neutral binary formats and can contain bytecodes, a symbol table, 

20 and ancillary information. The symbol table can comprise symbolic references to fields, 

methods, and names of the classes used by the class being represented by the class file. 

Class files are machine-independent and can be executed by a Java™ Virtual Machine 

(hereinafter "JVM"). 

[0049] The JVM is an abstract machine that can provide a level of abstraction 
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between the machine independence of the bytecode in class files and the machine- 

dependent instruction set of a particular computer hardware. Each JVM is developed to 

operate in conjunction with one particular operating system on a particular hardware. 

Class files compiled from Java classes can be executed on any computer system equipped 

5 with a JVM. In this manner, Java programs can be ported from one computer system to 

another without requiring updating of the program code or recompilation of the program 

classes into class files. 

[0050] In operation, a user of a typical Java-based system interacts with an 

application that embeds a JVM, for instance, a web-browser or a web-server. The 

10 application creates an instance of the JVM and supplies the instance of the JVM with an 

initial class that contains the main method of the application, for instance, a Java web 

server. The JVM executes the bytecodes of the main method, using a combination of the 

bytecode interpretation and executed native machine code produced by the compilation of 

the bytecodes with a dynamic compiler. Classes required for executing the program are 

IS    loaded, as needed, using class loaders. 

II.     Sharing Runtime Representation of a Software Component Across a 

Plurality of Software Component Loaders 

[0051] As one embodiment of the present invention is a JVM capable of sharing 

the runtime representation of classes between a plurality of class loaders, a brief 

20 description of classes and class loaders is provided herein. Class loaders are a 

mechanism for dynamically loading software components in an executing program, 

wherein the unit of software distribution is a class. Classes are distributed using a 

standard architecturally-neutral binary representation known as the class file format. 

Each class is represented by a single class file produced by a Java compiler. Class files 
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can be stored in actual files, in a memory buffer, or be obtained from a network stream. 

Class Hies can be loaded by any implementation of the JVM to define a class type. 

[0052] Within a program, a class type is uniquely identified by a class name and a 

namespace. Thus, two classes with the same name can be defined in different namespace 

and can be treated as different types. Even though the two classes have the same names, 

the two classes can be defined from different class files and can therefore be completely 

unrelated. 

[0053] The JVM implements namespaces as class loaders. Both class types and 

class loaders have a representation in user code. Specifically, class types are represented 

as instances of the class java.lang.Class while class loaders are represented as instances of 

the class java.lang.ClassLoader. 

[0054] Class loaders are used by the JVM to obtain the class files necessary to 

create the class types needed by a program. By way of example, when executing a 

method, the JVM may need to resolve a symbolic link to a class named "C." If the JVM 

cannot find a runtime representation for the class named C in the loader defining the class 

which method is being executed, the JVM requests that the loader define the class named 

C. In one example, the loader defining the class which method is being executed is called 

the initiating loader of class C. The initiating loader returns the instance of the class 

java.lang.Class representing the defined class type in Java code to the JVM. The JVM 

obtains the runtime representation of the defined class from the instance of 

java.lang.Class, and uses same to complete the link resolution. 

[0055] The initiating loader of class C can be the defining loader of class C. 

Alternatively, the initiating loader can forward the request to another class loader. In 

such scenario, the initiating loader is said to delegate the loading of class C to another 
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loader called the delegatee. The delegatee may in turn forward the request to yet another 

class loader. Forwarding the request continues until one of the delegatees defines class 

C. The loader that defines class C is called the defining loader of class C. 

[0056] The defining loader L of class C obtains a class file containing the 

architecture-neutral binary representation of class C from some location. At this point, 

the defining loader passes the class file to the JVM, which in turn, builds the runtime 

representation of the class type of class C defined by loader L. The JVM returns an 

instance of the class java.lang.Class representing the class type in Java code. The loader, 

in turn, returns the instance of the class java.lang.Class to the loader responsible for 

delegating the definition of class C to loader L if such a loader exists. However, if such a 

loader does not exist, the instance of the class java.lang.Class is sent to the JVM if JVM 

has requested that loader L define class C. 

[0057] In one embodiment, the behavior of class loaders can be defined by 

application programmers through sub-classing the ClassLoader class and overriding the 

"loadClass" method of the ClassLoader class. The sub-classing mechanism enables 

application programmers to control the manner class loaders delegate the loading of 

classes to other loaders as well as the location of the class file that can be used to define a 

class. For example, a class loader may obtain a class file from a network connection to a 

remote site, may generate the class file from the onset, or may transparently enhance an 

existing class file by adding additional features to the existing class file (e.g., automatic 

persistence, resource management, profiling, etc.), etc. Such user-defined class loaders 

can also assign appropriate security attributes to classes that are loaded from a certain 

source. For more information on class loaders, reference can be made to a White Paper 

entitled "Dynamic Class Loading in the Java™ Virtual Machine," by Sheng Liang and 
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Gilad Bracha, dated October 1998. 

[0058] In one example, programs are executed by at least the boot loader and the 

system loader, each of which is a system defmed class loader. The boot loader can be 

used at JVM startup to load the so-called ^^core" classes. In one example, core classes 

(e.g., java.lang.Object, java.lang.Class, etc.) are closely associated with the JVM 

implementation. Loading of core classes can be fully controlled by the JVM. For 

example, the JVM can determine the location of class files to be obtained. The system 

class loader is the loader created by the JVM to load the class that defines the entry point 

to a program (i.e., the static main (String []) method of the class). In one embodiment, 

software programs can create additional class loaders to serve the needs of the programs. 

[0059] For simplicity and ease of reference, a class type is described using the 

notation <C, Ld>^, where C denotes the name of the class, Ld denotes the defining 

loader of the class, and Li denotes the initiating loader. When the initiating class loader 

is not relevant, the simplified notation <C, Ld> can be used instead of <C, Ld>^. When 

the defining class loader is not relevant, the simplified notation C ^ can be used instead 

of <C, Ld>^. By definition, <C, Ll> = <C, L2> implies LI = L2. The notation is 

used to denote that two distinct class types can share respective runtime representations 

(i.e., the two distinct class types satisfy the three sharing conditions). For conciseness, 

the notation <C, L1>=:^<C, L2> is used to denote that <C, Ll> <C, L2> || <C, Ll> = 

<C, L2>, wherein "||" is the Boolean operator "or." In other words, <C, hl>^<C, L2> 

means that <C, Ll> and <C, L2> are either the same type, or share the runtime 

representation. 

[0060] Keeping the overviews to Java and class loaders in mind, reference is 

made to a simplified high level block diagram shown in Figure lA depicting an 
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exemplary JVM implementation of the present invention wherein the runtime 

representation of a class type is shared between different class loaders, in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention. Figure 1A shows a runtime representation 

of a class type <A, Ll> (i.e., class A defined by a loader LI) 104a, a class type <A, L2> 

(i.e., class A defined by a loader L2) 104a*, and a class type <A, L3> (i.e., class A defined 

by a loader L3) 104a". As can be seen, the runtime representation of each class type 

104a-104a" includes a sharable portion that can be shared with other runtime 

representation of other class types, and a non-sharable portion. For example, the class 

type <A, Ll> 104a includes a first sharable runtime representation (SRR) of class A 103a 

that the class type 104a can share with the class type <A, L2> 104a'. In a like manner, 

the class type <A, L3> 104a" includes a second SRR of class A 103a'. As illustrated, the 

second SRR of class A 103a' is not being shared with any of the class type runtime 

representations 104a and 104a'. Runtime representations of class A <A, Ll> 104a, <A, 

L2> 104a', and <A, L3> 104a" also include non-sharable portions of class type runtime 

representations 104a-I, 104a'-I, and 104a"-I, respectively. 

[0061] In one embodiment of the present invention, the JVM records almost all 

the SRRs 103a and 103b created by the JVM in a SRR repository 106. In one example, 

the SRR repository 106 can be implemented as a hash table that may be keyed on class 

names for fast retrieval. As can be seen, each entry 106a-106n of SRR repository 106 can 

contain a list of SRRs 103a and 103a'. Specifically, each entry of the SRR repository 106 

can include a list of all the SRRs for classes of the same name. 

[0062] In one embodiment, the non-sharable portions of class type runtime 

representations 104a-I, 104a'-I, and 104a"-I are loader dependent. That is, the non- 

sharable portions of the class type runtime representations 104a-I, 104a'-I, and 104a"-I 
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include states, or refer directly to data structures that are specific to each loader LI, L2, 

and L3, respectively. The sharable portions of class type runtime representations 103a 

and 103a* are loader independent. However, each of the sharable portions of class type 

runtime representations 103a and 103a* is bound to a set of sharing conditions (e.g., 

5 sharing conditions SI for the first SRR 103a, and S2 for the second SRR 103b, etc.). In 

one embodiment, a loader can use an existing SRR of the class type for the class the 

loader has defined if the class satisfies the sharing conditions bound to the SRR. For 

example, <A, L3> 104a" does not satisfy the sharing conditions SI and therefore, cannot 

use the SRR of class A 103a. However, <A, L3> 104a" can satisfy the sharing conditions 

10 S2, and as such, can therefore use the SRR of class A 103a'. In one embodiment of the 

present invention, the loader can use an existing SRR of the class type of the class that 

has been defined by the class loader if the class satisfies three sharing conditions. Below 

are more details regarding the three sharing conditions and the manner the sharing 

conditions can be used. 

15    [0063] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the sharing 

conditions can simplify sharing of the runtime representation of class types. For instance, 

the sharing conditions can ensure that two class types satisfying the same sharing 

conditions can declare the same static and instance variables. That is, the variables, 

irrespective of being defined directly by the class or inherited, have the same name, 

20 protection level, and primitive type (i.e., byte, character. Boolean, integer, float, long, 

double type or reference type) in both class types. Thus, the variables with the same 

name can be assigned the same offset within the variables holder regardless of the class 

type of the holder. An implementation of the JVM can exploit such property to lay out 

identically the instances of class types that satisfy the same sharing conditions. Such 
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property can be exploited further to share the runtime data structures holding the 

description of variables among class types. In one example, the runtime data structures 

holding the description of variables can include offset within the variable holder, 

protection level, signature, and name of the variables. 

[0064] The sharing conditions can further ensure that methods of two class types 

that satisfy the same sharing conditions have the same name, signature, protection level, 

and bytecodes, whether the methods are inherited or declared directly by classes. For 

instance, using such property, an implementation of the JVM can share the runtime 

representation of methods and lay out, identically, the virtual table of class types 

satisfying the same sharing conditions. In one embodiment, the runtime representation of 

methods can include bytecodes as well as other descriptive data (e.g., method name, 

signature, protection level, etc.). The runtime representation of methods can further 

arrange for methods to be assigned the same index in the virtual method table of 

respective class types. 

[0065] Yet further, sharing conditions can ensure that two class types satisfying 

the same sharing conditions implement interfaces that have the same name and the same 

unimplemented methods. However, in one embodiment, the sharing conditions may not 

require that the interfaces declare the same methods. An example of such a scenario is 

shown in Table 1 wherein the sharing conditions allow the runtime representation of the 

class C to be shared across class loaders LI and L2, even though the interface loaded by 

the loader LI declares a different number of methods than that of the interface A loaded 

by the loader L2. 
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Table 1 - Exemplary Runtime Representation of a Class being Shared across Loaders having 
Interfaces with DifTerent Number of Methods 

//In LI 
interface A { 
int foo(int 1); 
A foo(A); 
void bar(int i); 

} 
//InL2 
interface A { 
Integer foo(Integer i); 
void bar(int i); 

} 
// Defined by both LI and L2 
public abstract class C implements A { 
int foo(int i){...} 
Integer foo(Integer i){...} 
Afoo(Aa){...} 
// bar is an unimplemented method 

} 

[0066] In one embodiment of the present invention, the sharing conditions can 

also be used to ensure that interfaces are substantially identical across class loaders (i.e., 

that interfaces declare the same methods and that interfaces have identical names). In this 

manner, the interfaces and respective methods can occupy the same index in the table 

mapping methods declared by the interface to methods of the class implementing the 

interface. As a result, the extent of sharing between classes satisfying the sharing 

conditions can be increased. 

[0067] Having discussed the manner and the extent the sharing conditions can 
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simplify sharing of the runtime representation of classes across multiple loaders, 

reference is made to a flowchart diagram 100 shown in Figure IB depicting the method 

operations performed to determine whether the SRR of a class type can be used to 

construct the runtime representation of a class type defined by a class loader, in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The method begins in 

operation 108 in which the next SRR for the class having the class name (e.g., "C" ) is 

sought. In one example, upon receiving a request from a loader L to define a class C (i.e., 

to create class type <C, L>), the JVM locates all SRRs of classes with the name C. In 

one embodiment of the present invention, the SRRs for classes with the name C can be 

quickly located by looking up the SRR repository. The method then proceeds to 

operation 110 in which a determination is made as to whether the next SRR for the class 

with the name C has been found. If the next SRR for the class with the name C has not 

been located, the method continues to operation 118 in which a SRR is created from the 

class file. Next, the method continues to operation 120 in which the runtime 

representation of the class type is created using the selected SRR of the class type. 

Creating the runtime representation of the class type includes creating a loader dependent 

part. 

[0068] However, if the next SRR for the class with the name C has been found, 

the method continues to operation 112 in which a determination is made as to whether the 

first sharing condition has been satisfied. The first sharing condition is satisfied when the 

same class file is used by both class loaders. If the first sharing condition has not been 

satisfied, the method continues to operation 108. Otherwise, the method continues to 

operation 114 in which a determination is made as to whether the second sharing 

condition has been satisfied. The second sharing condition is met when the SRR of the 
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super class type of the class type <C, L> is the same as the SRR of the super class type of 

the first class type. If the second sharing condition has not been satisfled, the method 

proceeds to operation 108. However, if the second sharing condition has been satisfied, 

the method continues to operation 116 in which a determination is made as to whether the 

third sharing condition has been satisfied. The third sharing condition is met when the 

class types have the same unimplemented methods. If the third sharing condition has not 

been satisfied, the method continues to operation 108. Alternatively, the method 

continues to operation 120 in which the runtime representation is created using selected 

SRR of the class type with the selected SRR referring to the next SRR for the class with 

the class name "C." 

[0069] By way of example, for each of the SRRs found, the JVM tests whether 

<C, L> satisfies the three sharing conditions. In one example, the order in which the 

sharing conditions are evaluated may be of importance. If <C, L> does not satisfy the 

sharing conditions with any of the SRRs, a new SRR is constructed from the class file 

used by L to define the class C. Otherwise, the JVM uses the first SRR with which <C, 

L> satisfies all the sharing conditions. Once the SRR with which <C, L> can satisfy the 

sharing conditions has been located, the JVM constructs a loader dependent runtime 

representation for <C, L> using the SRR. In one example, the JVM does not need to 

fully parse the class file provided by the loader L for the class C. Nor does the JVM need 

to construct an intermediate representation of <C, L> in order to verify whether <C, L> 

satisfies the sharing conditions with one of the SRRs of the class C. Additional details 

regarding the three sharing conditions and the manner the JVM checks whether a given 

class type <C, L> satisfies the sharing conditions with one of the SRRs of the class C are 

provided below. 
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[0070] In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, the first 

sharing condition requires that class types whose runtime representation can share the 

same SRR have been defined fi"om identical class files. The simplified block diagram 

shown in Figure 2A illustrates the way the JVM can test whether the first sharing 

condition has been satisfied, in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention. As can be seen in Figure 2A, a class file 120* has been submitted to the JVM 

by a class loader L 102* to define a class type <C, L> 104*. As shown, a class file 120c 

has been used to construct the SRR of class C 103c. The SRR 103c has also been used 

for the runtime representation 104c of class type <C, Ll> and 104c* of class type <C, 

L2>, each defined by a loader LI 102c and a loader L2 102d, respectively. To be able to 

use the SRR of class C 103c for the runtime representation of class type <C, L>, the class 

files 120c and 120* should be identical. 

[0071] In the embodiment shown in Figure 2A, the two class files 120c and 120' 

are considered identical if the two class files 120c and 120' are equal byte-per-byte. In 

the illustrated implementation, bytes BC1-BC8 of the class file 120c are compared with 

bytes BC1*-BC8* of the class file 120', byte-per-byte. 

[0072] In another embodiment, the JVM can use a secure Hash Algorithm-1 

(SHA-1) to compute digital signatures (i.e., SHA-1 digest) of class files 120c and 120'. 

For instance, SRRs of classes can include the SHA-1 digest of respective class files. 

Thus, to search for SRRs to be used as the runtime representation of the class type <C, 

L> 104', the JVM computes a SHA-1 digest 106' of the class file 120* submitted by the 

loader L 102' for the class C. In one embodiment, testing the first sharing condition can 

be implemented by only comparing the digest 106' with a digest 106c of the SRR 103c. 

In this manner, the cost associated with byte-per-byte comparison may not be incurred. 
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Comparing the digest 106' with the digest 106c can almost guarantee that the probability 

of two different byte streams resulting in the same digest can be very low. In another 

embodiment, testing the first sharing condition can further include comparing class files 

120c and 120', byte-per-byte, when digests 106 and 106* have the same value, thus 

protecting against the probability of having two different byte streams having the same 

digest value. 

[0073] The next sharing condition, the second sharing condition requires that 

runtime representations of class types sharing the same SRR either have the same super 

class type or have super class types that share the same SRR. That is, the second sharing 

condition requires that super (<C1, Ll>)^ super (<C2, L2>), wherein super (<C, L>) 

denotes the super class type of the class type <C, L>. In one example, among other 

properties, the second sharing condition can almost guarantee that most super class types 

super ((C , L>) of all class types <C, L> that use the same SRR have the same SRR. By 

way of example, a JVM implementation can use such property by including in each SRR 

of a class Coc the pointer to the SRR shared by all runtime representations of super 

classes of class C that use the^^c. Thus, the SRR pointed to by the SRR oc is hereinafter 

referred to as the super SRR of SRR oc . 

[0074] In one example, when using software components, the second sharing 

condition compares the loader independent part of the runtime representation of 

component types that are super-type of the first and second software component types, 

respectively. The second condition is satisfied when loader independent parts of the 

runtime representation of first and second software component types that are the super- 

type of first and second component types are equal, respectively. 

[0075] Continuing to Figure 2B, an exemplary hierarchy of classes loaded by a 
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software program is illustrated, according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

Class types <C, Ll> 104c, <C, L2> 104c', and <C, L3> 104c" are shown to share the 

same SRR for the class C 103c. As illustrated, <C, Ll> 104c and <C, L2> 104c' have the 

same super class type <S, Lx> 204-x, whereas the super class type for <C, L3> 104c" is 

<S, Ly> 204-y. Both <S, Lx> 204-x and <S, Ly> 204-y use the same SRR for S 203-x 

(i.e., <S, Lx>'-<S, Ly>), thus satisfying the second sharing condition. However, although 

the class type <C, L4> 104c"' has the super class type <S, Ly> 204-y and therefore 

satisfies the second sharing condition with <C, Ll> 104c, <C, L2> 104c* and <C, L3> 

104c", the class type <C, L4> 104c"* uses a different SRR for the class C (i.e., 103c*). In 

one example, while necessary, merely satisfying the second sharing condition may not be 

sufficient to use a SRR. For instance, although the class type <C, L4> has satisfied the 

second sharing condition, <C, L4> may violate the first sharing condition or the third 

sharing condition, or both first and third sharing conditions. 

[0076] As can be seen in the embodiment illustrated in Figure 2B, every SRR 

103x-103c" includes a pointer to the respective super SRR 203-x and 203-y. That is, 

every SRR 103x-103c** includes a pointer to the unique SRR used by each super class 

type of class types that use the first SRR. For example, the SRR for class C 103c 

includes a pointer to the SRR for S 203-x. In this manner, the second sharing condition 

can almost guarantee that substantially all class types that use the SRR for the class C 

106c can have a super class type which uses the SRR for S 203-x. Similarly, the SRR for 

C 103c' includes a pointer to the SRR for S 203-x, and SRR for C 103c" includes a 

pointer to the SRR for S 203-y. 

[0077] Evaluating whether the class type <C, L> 104' satisfies the second sharing 

condition with an existing SRR, can be achieved by comparing the pointer to the SRR of 
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the super class type 207 of class type <C, L> 104b with the pointer to the super SRR of 

the SRR being considered for sharing.  For example, assume that the JVM is testing 

whether class type <C, L> 104' satisfies the second sharing condition with the SRR for C 

103c". The JVM finds the super class type of <C, L> 104' by looking up in the database 

of the loaded classes having the class name S (i.e., the super class name specified in the 

class file for <C, L>) as well as the initiating loader L 102\ By way of example, the 

result can be <S, Lx> (i.e., S^=<S, Lx>). In such a scenario, the JVM then tests whether 

the pointer to the SRR used by <S, Lx> 204-x (i.e., the SRR for S 203-x) is equivalent to 

the pointer to the super SRR of the SRR for class C 103c", which in this example is SRR 

for S 203-y. As can be seen, in the illustrated embodiment, the pointers are different, and 

therefore, the second sharing condition has not been satisfied. Accordingly, the SRR for 

C 103c" cannot be used for <C, L> 104*. In the illustrated embodiment, next, the JVM 

moves on to test the second sharing condition with the remaining SRRs for C, if one 

exists. In the illustrated embodiment, eventually, the JVM can find that the SRR for C 

103c' satisfies the second condition (the super SRR of SRR for C 103c' is SRR for S 203- 

X, which is also the SRR used by the super class type of class type <C, L>. 

[0078] Next, satisfying the third sharing condition requires that almost all class 

types using the same SRR to have the same number of abstract methods. Abstract 

methods that have been declared by a class, however, do not have any implementation. 

In one example, abstract methods can be overridden by sub-classes of a class. In the 

Java programming language, abstract methods can either be declared explicitly or 

implicitly. For instance, an abstract method can be declared explicitly by the 

programmer, who specifies the abstract modifier when declaring the abstract method. 

Alternatively, the abstract method can be declared implicitly, when methods are inherited 
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from an interface that has been declared by a class, or one of the super classes of the class 

that have not been implemented by the class or any of the super classes of the class. In 

one example, classes with at least one abstract method are declared abstract using the 

abstract modifier. Class files of the abstract class include an attribute characterizing the 

class as an abstract class. 

[0079] It must be appreciated that because the first and second sharing conditions 

have already been satisfied, in one example, a number of conditions associated with the 

abstract methods may have been satisfied by the time the third sharing condition is being 

tested. For instance, having satisfied the first sharing condition implies that <C, L> is 

defined from a class file that is equivalent to the class file used to construct cc- 

Therefore, the class file from which <C, L> is defined as well as the class file used to 

constmct oc declare the same abstract methods explicitly (including the scenario wherein 

the class file from which <C, L> is defined as well as the class file used to construct oc 

do not declare any abstract methods, explicitly). 

[0080] The second sharing condition assures that the SRR used by super (<C, L>) 

is the same as the super SRR of GC . In this manner, the three sharing conditions have 

been satisfied and consequently, the abstract methods are the same. The combination of 

the first and second sharing combinations means that in order for <C, L> and oc to have 

different abstract methods, <C, L> should declare at least one interface I, and <C, L> 

cannot implement at least one method that has been declared by the interface I. 

Alternatively, the combination of the first and second sharing conditions means that if 

neither <C, L> nor any of super classes of <C, L> declare a non-empty interface, then 

<C, L> and oc have the same abstract methods. As will be explained in more detail 

below, an implementation of the JVM can be used to accelerate testing of the third 
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sharing condition, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0081] Reference is made to a simplified block diagram shown in Figure 3 

depicting a scenario wherein four loaders LI, L2, L3 and L4 102a-102d define the same 

classes A and C, wherein the class C extends the class A, and the class C implements an 

S interface I. In the illustrated embodiment, the class C is an abstract class, as the class C 

does not implement all methods defined in the interface 1. In one example, each of the 

loaders L1-L4 I02a-d can define a different version of I. In this manner, the JVM needs 

one SRR for the class A that can be shared across the four loaders L1-L4 102a-d since 

L1-L4 102a-d satisfy the same three sharing conditions (i.e., <A, L1>'-<A, L2>'-<A, 

10    L3>-'<A, L4>). 

[0082] Furthermore, the four loaders L1-L4 102a-d satisfy the first two sharing 

conditions for the class C. Additionally, <C, Ll> and <C, L2> can use the same SRR for 

class C as <C, Ll> and <C, L2> satisfy the third sharing condition: Although <C, Ll> 

and <C, L2> define different versions of the interface I, <C, Ll> and <C, L2> each has a 

IS single unimplemented method, and each has the same name and signature (i.e., method 

void bar()). <C, Ll> and <C, L2> therefore satisfy the three sharing conditions and can 

use the same SRR. However, although <C, L3> has a single unimplemented method 

(void foo(float f)) similar to <C, Ll> and <C, L2>, the method does not have the same 

name and type. In a like manner, <C, L4> has two unimplemented methods (i.e., bar and 

20 foo(float 0) ^nd as such, does not satisfy the third sharing condition with any of the SRRs 

for the class C. Consequently, the JVM needs to create respective SRRs for each of the 

class types <C, L3> and <C, L4>. 

[0083] An exemplary algorithm for determining whether the third sharing 

condition has been satisfied so as to use the SRR oc for the runtime representation of the 
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class type <C, L> can be described as follows: In one embodiment, the JVM searches the 

runtime representation of each of the interfaces declared by <C, L>. For each interface 

the JVM determines which of the methods of does not have an implementation in 

the SRR oc . In one example, such determination is made by searching for a method 

5 having the same name and signature in the SRR oc. In such a scenario, the third sharing 

condition is satisfied if the following two criteria have been fulfilled. First, for each 

unimplemented method of each interface of the class file <C, L> a corresponding method 

having the same name and signature should exist in the list of unimplemented methods of 

the SRR Oc.  Second, the number of unimplemented methods of SRR oc should be 

10    equivalent to the number of unimplemented methods of interfaces of <C, L>. 

[0084] In one embodiment of the present invention, testing for the third sharing 

condition can be expedited by testing, first, whether the SRR oc declares any non-empty 

local interfaces. If the SRR oc does not declare any non-empty local interfaces, the third 

sharing condition is satisfied.   At this point, the JVM can use the SRR to build the 

15    runtime representation of <C, L>.   Otherwise, the JVM can use the above described 

algorithm. 

[0085] In another embodiment of the present invention, determining whether the 

third sharing condition has been satisfied can be expedited by maintaining an array of 

pointers to each of the SRRs for the class C and for each of the interfaces I declared by 

20 the class C. In such a scenario, the JVM can avoid performing the basic algorithm for 

testing the third sharing condition if the SRR Ci used for the runtime representation of 

each interface I^ declared by <C, L> is equal to the SRR for interface I defined in the 

array of pointers of the SRR cc- 

[0086] Keeping in mind the descriptions of the three sharing conditions, reference 
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is made to a high level block diagram shown in Figure 4A depicting a portion of the 

runtime representation of classes A and B being shared in an exemplary implementation 

of the JVM of the present invention, in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention. As will be explained in more detail below, in one embodiment, the runtime 

representation of a class is configured to mirror an architecturally-neutral binary 

representation of the class with a format optimized for main-memory use by various sub- 

systems of the JVM. In one aspect, exemplary subsystems can be the bytecode 

interpreter, the dynamic compiler, the garbage collector, etc. 

[0087] In the embodiment shown in Figure 4A, the class loader LI 102a and the 

class loader L2 102b both have defined classes A and B, such that the class B extends 

class A. In the illustrated embodiment, extending of the class A by the class B results in 

the creation of class types <A, Ll> 104a, <A, L2> 104a', <B, Ll> 104b, <B, L2> 104b' 

such that <A, L1>-<A, L2>, and <B, L1>-<B, L2> (i.e., LI and L2 satisfy the same 

sharing conditions, respectively, for classes A and B). As can be seen, the runtime 

representation of each class type includes a loader dependent portion implemented by a 

corresponding instanceKlass object 104a, 104a', 104b, and 104b' and a respective loader 

independent SRR implemented by a corresponding sharedRep object 103a and 103b. 

Since loaders LI 102a and L2 102b can share the runtime representation of classes A and 

B, the instanceKlass 104a for the class type <A, Ll> and the instanceKlass 104a' for the 

class type <A, L2> refer to the same sharedRep 103a implementing a SRR for the class 

A. 

[0088] Similarly, the instanceKlass 104b for the class type <B, Ll> and 

instanceKlass 104b' for class type <B, L2> refer to the same sharedRep 103b 

implementing a SRR for the class B. As illustrated, in accordance to one embodiment of 
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the present invention, the sharedRep 103a includes a reference to the sharedRep 103b to 

implement the super type relationship between SRR, for implementing the second sharing 

condition. As can be appreciated, a hierarchy exists between the sharedRep objects 103a 

and 103b that corresponds to the hierarchy defined between the classes A and B. In the 

illustrated embodiment, the mntime representations of classes A and B include 

corresponding references to the runtime representation of respective super classes, as 

illustrated by references from instanceKlass object 104b and instanceKlass object 104b* 

to instanceKlass object 104a and instanceKlass object 104a\ respectively. 

[0089] In one example, the SRR for a class can include a template for loader 

dependent data structures. In this manner, the template can be used at class load time to 

build the loader dependent mntime representation of class types that satisfy the sharing 

conditions to use the SRR including the template. In one aspect, the template can be used 

as part of the loader dependent runtime representation of one of the class types that use 

the SRR so as to minimize space overhead. For example, as illustrated in the 

embodiment of Figure 4A, templates 122a and 122b) referenced by sharedReps 103a and 

103b, correspondingly, are used as part of the runtime representation for the class type 

<A, Ll> and <B, Ll> implemented by instanceKlass objects 104a and 104b, 

respectively. In the illustrated embodiment, templates 122a and 122b have been used to 

built the loader dependent data structures 122a' and 122b*, respectively, for corresponding 

class types <A, L2> and <B, L2>. If the class type <A, Ll> is unloaded (e.g., following 

a garbage collection operation, etc.), the loader dependent data structures of another class 

type can be used by the SRR of class A 103a as a template, for instance, the loader 

dependent data structures 122'a of the class type <A, L2>. 

[0090] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the SRR for a 
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class can also include SRRs of methods of the class. By way of example, the SRR of a 

method, as implemented by a sharedMethod object 123 in one exemplary JVM, includes 

most of the runtime representation of the method. In one example, the sharedMethod 

object 123 includes the bytecodes of the method. In another example, the sharedRep 

object 103b includes the sharedMethod object 123 which encapsulates, among other 

information, the bytecode of the method foo. The sharedMethod object 123, for instance, 

can be accessed by the sharedRep object through loader dependent data structures 122b 

and 122b\ According to one embodiment, instances of a class can contain pointers in 

respective headers with each pointer being directed to the instanceKlass object 

representing the corresponding class. For example, instances of the class type <A, Ll> 

can include a pointer to the instanceKlass object 104a, in respective headers. 

[0091] Proceeding to Figure 4B, a detailed block diagram showing certain 

components of the loader independent SRR 101b of the runtime representation of the 

class type <B, Ll> and the loader dependent part 122b of the same runtime 

representation of the class type <B, Ll> is provided, in accordance with one embodiment 

of the present invention. In one example, the loader dependent part 122b of the runtime 

representation of the class type <B, Ll> can be used as a template for building the loader 

dependent part of the runtime representation of other classes capable of using the SRR 

101b for runtime representation (e.g., the loader dependent part 122b' of class <B, L2>). 

[0092] As can be seen, the loader dependent part 122b of the runtime 

representation of class type <B, Ll> includes a class pool data structure 132b, a constant 

pool cache data structure (not shown in this Figure), and an array 134b of pointers to 

loader dependent representations of methods. Each loader dependent representation of a 

method can be implemented with a method object (e.g., a method object 136b). 
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[0093] The loader independent part 101b for the class type <B, Ll> includes most 

of the runtime representation of the class B, such as the sharedRep object 103b. In turn, 

the sharedRep object includes a reference map 128b, references to the array of fields 

130b declared by the class B, the shared constant pool 126b, and the sharedMethod object 

123 for each of the methods defined by the class B. In one example, the reference map 

128b can be used to assist the garbage collector to find references in instances of the class 

B. The sharedRep object 103b can also include a reference (not shown in this drawing) 

to the super sharedRep object of the SRR of the super classes of all classes having the 

SRR 101b for the shared runtime representation. The sharedRep object 103b can also 

include references to loader dependent data structures, such as, the class pool 132b and 

the array of methods 134b. 

[0094] References to the loader dependent data structures can help minimizing 

the space consumed by the SRR. By way of example, the loader dependent data 

structures enable access to the sharedMethods objects 123 via the arrays of loader 

dependent method objects 136b, thus evading the use of an array of sharedMethod 

objects. Similarly, the loader dependent data structures avoid replicating entries for 

classes defined in the shared constant pool objects by retrieving the loader dependent data 

structures from the loader dependent class pool 132b. Additionally, the loader dependent 

data structures 122b can be used as templates for building the loader dependent part of 

the runtime representation of the class capable of using the loader independent SRR. 

[0095] With continued reference to Figure 4B, as illustrated, each method 136b 

includes a reference to the shared method object 123, the class pool 132b, and a class- 

loader re-entrant compiled code 142 (not shown in Figure 4B), if one has been produced 

by the dynamic compiler. The sharedMethod object 123, in turn, includes most of the 
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definition of a method. For instance, the sharedMethod object 123 includes the name 

index, the signature index, and vtable index of the method, the method bytecodes, method 

maps of on stack references for garbage collection, lines table, exception table, etc. In 

another embodiment, the sharedMethod object 123 can further include data encoding the 

5 protection level of the method as well as information related to the native code of the 

method that may have been produced by the dynamic compiler. 

[0096] In contrast, the loader dependent representation 136b of the same method 

object includes a pointer to the loader dependent class pool 132b of the instanceKlass 

owning the method 136b and a pointer to the sharedMethod object 123 for that method. 

10    In one example, a pointer to the compiled code which may have been produced by the 

dynamic compiler for the method may be stored in the method object 136b. 

[0097] In one exemplary embodiment, the instanceKlass object 104b includes 

storage for the static variables of the class B, the virtual method table (vtable), and the 

interface table (itable). Further included in the loader dependent part 122b are references 

15 to some general information about the class <B, Ll>. For instance, a reference to the 

instanceKlass object of class <A, Ll> 104a can include references to instances of 

java.lang.Class, java.lang.ClassLoader, and a reference to the sharedRep object 103b 

from which all data structures forming the loader independent SRR for <B, LI> 101b can 

be reached. 

20    [0098] As can be appreciated, in one embodiment, by using the sharing conditions 

it can be ensured ensure that the vtable index is the same across class loaders. The 

sharing conditions can further assure that methods are inherited and overridden in the 

same manner across class loaders. In one example, entries of the vtable can be 

conHgured to refer to the class loader dependent representation of methods. 
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[0099] In one exemplary embodiment, the shared constant pool 126b, the class 

pool 132b, and the constant pool cache of the runtime representation of a class can be 

constructed based on information extracted from the constant pool of the class file 

containing the architecturally-neutral binary representation of the class. In one instance, 

5 the constant pool can include all the symbolic links to the variables, methods, interfaces, 

constants, and classes referenced by the bytecodes of the methods of the class. The 

constant pool can further include a table, which contains one or more indices to other 

entries of the table, or an offset within the class file where a symbol is stored. Bytecode 

instructions capable of using symbolic links (e.g., bytecode instruction used to invoke a 

10 method or access a variable, etc.) can include an index to an entry of the constant pool 

describing the symbolic link required for the bytecode. 

[00100] The block diagram shown in Figure 5 depicts an exemplary system 

dictionary used by an exemplary implementation of the JVM to keep track of the runtime 

representation of classes loaded, in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

15 invention. As can be seen, the runtime representation of class types <A, Ll>, <A, L2>, 

<B, Ll>, and <B, L2> are recorded in a system dictionary 138. In one example, the 

system dictionary 138 maps keys that include a fully qualified class name and class 

loader reference to the respective instanceKlass objects 104a, 104b, 104a', and 104b*. 

According to one example, multiple entries of the system dictionary 138 can refer to the 

20    same instanceKlass object as a result of delegation between class loaders. 

[00101] Referring to the block diagram shown in Figure 6, the relationships 

between a constant pool 144, bytecodes, and symbols used to encode a symbolic link in 

an exemplary illustration of the class file 220 can be understood, in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention.   A Bj^ecode instruction 242 of the method 
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bytecode stream 140 includes an index 213 to the entry 248 of the constant pool 144 

which describes the symbolic link used by instruction 242. The entry 248 of the constant 

pool 144 in turn references two additional entries of the constant pool 144, entries 2 and 

215. As can be seen, the entry 2 contains an offset to the symbol 252 that encodes the 

5 name of the class "A," and the entry 215 that contains indices to two other entries 241 

and 239 of the constant pool 144. As shown, the entry 241 contains an offset to the 

method name 255 "foo" while entry 241 includes an offset to the signature 256. 

[00102] According to one embodiment, to execute a bytecode instruction, the 

symbolic links required for the execution of the bytecode are configured to be translated 

10 into corresponding addresses in the main-memory where the corresponding items (e.g., 

variable, method, etc.) reside. In one example, the translation from symbolic link to an 

address in the main-memory is herein referred to as "link resolution." Resolving of a 

symbolic link may result in loading the referenced class if the reference class has not 

been loaded yet. Symbolic link resolution can be expensive as symbolic link resolution 

15    can include locating a class loaded by the current class loader and searching the current 

class loader runtime representation for the object named by the symbol. 

[00103] In one example, to avoid the cost of symbolic link resolution every time a 

bytecode instruction uses the symbolic link, the value of the resolved link can be saved 

once the link has been resolved for the first time. In such a scenario, an implementation 

20 of the JVM can save the resolved link in a runtime representation of the constant pool, at 

the entry previously indexed by the bytecode instructions. However, saving the resolved 

link in a runtime representation of the constant pool can cause the constant pool 144 to 

depend on the class loader resolving the link. The present invention can avoid such 

problem and allow a part of the constant pool information to be shared across multiple 
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loaders. In one embodiment, sharing a part of the constant pool information across 

multiple loaders can be achieved by dividing the constant pool 144 into a loader 

independent part and a loader dependent part. In one example, the loader independent 

part is a shared constant pool, and the loader dependent part comprises a class pool and a 

S    constant pool cache. 

[00104] Reference is made to the block diagram shown in Figure 7A depicting the 

components of an exemplary runtime representation of the class type <B, Ll> involved in 

a link resolution performed by an interpreter 158, in accordance with one embodiment of 

the present invention.  As depicted, the shared constant pool 126b contains symbolic 

10 information configured to be constant across all the class loaders sharing the symbolic 

information. In one instance, such exemplary information may include indices to entries 

of the shared constant pool 126b, indices to entries of the class pool 116b, pointers to 

symbol objects, constant numerical values, pointers to objects implementing literal 

strings, etc. In one example, the class pool 132b contains symbolic links to classes. 

15 [00105] The symbolic links to classes can be in an unresolved form (e.g., an index 

to an entry of the shared constant pool 126b containing a pointer to a symbol object), or 

in a resolved form (e.g., as a pointer to instanceKlass object). The constant pool cache 

164b is configured to contain almost all the symbolic links to methods and variables of 

classes, and methods of interfaces. Unresolved entries of the constant pool cache 164b 

20 can contain an index to an entry of the shared constant pool 126b holding the 

corresponding unresolved symbolic link. In one embodiment of the present invention, 

resolved entries of the constant pool cache 164b can contain information obtained from 

the resolved link. In this manner, bytecode interpretation (e.g., the address of a static 

variable, the vtable index of a virtual method, the address of a method object, or the offset 
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of an instance variable within respective holder, etc.) can be performed faster. However, 

it should be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art that other arrangements can be 

implemented, so long as loader dependent and loader independent parts are disjoint, and 

the loader independent part only contains data that is constant across the loaders sharing 

the data. 

[00106] In one example, bytecodes of the class file 220 can refer to a symboHc link 

via indices to the constant pool 144 of the class file 220. In such a scenario, the main- 

memory copy of the bytecodes encapsulated in shared method objects can refer to 

symbolic link via indices of either the constant pool cache 164b or the class pool 132b. 

In one example, the bytecode instructions including indices to the constant pool 144 of 

the class file 220 can be rewritten to include indices to corresponding entries of the 

constant pool cache 164b and class pool 132b. In one embodiment, such bytecode 

rewriting can take place, for example, at class link time, just after verification of the 

bytecodes by the verifier of the JVM. It must be noted, however, that bytecode rewriting 

can be performed at any appropriate time, so long as bytecode rewriting is performed 

before the bytecodes are executed. 

[00107] Still referring to Figure 7A, the interpreter 158 is shown to keep track of 

the method being executed as well as the constant pool cache 164b of the class that 

defines the method in machine registers 160 and 162, respectively. In the embodiment 

shown in Figure 7A, the current method is method "/oo" of class <B, Ll> with the loader 

dependent part of the runtime representation of foo being the method object 136b, and the 

shared method object 123 being the loader independent part of the runtime representation. 

Consequently, machine register 160 holds the pointer to the loader dependent 

representation 136b of method foo, while machine register 162 holds the constant pool 
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cache 164b. As shown, the interpreter 158 is currently executing bytecode instruction 

242 of the bytecodes 203 of method foo encapsulated in sharedMethod object 123 of the 

loader independent part of the runtime representation of class <B, Ll>. The bytecode 

instruction 242 includes an index to entry 276 of the current constant pool cache, in this 

5 case, constant pool cache 164b. The entry of the constant pool cache 164b referenced by 

bytecode instruction 242 is not resolved and contains an index to an entry 272 of the 

shared constant pool 126b. The entry 372 in turn contains an index to an entry 274 of the 

shared constant pool 126b, and an index to an entry of the class pool 132b that contains a 

pointer to symbol 270 encoding the name of the class D.   Entry 274 of the shared 

10 constant pool 126b in turn contains two indices to entries of the shared constant pool 

126b that contain pointers to symbols 266 and 268 encoding a method name and a 

method signature, respectively. One must appreciate that all information in the shared 

constant pool 126b and bytecodes 203 is loader independent. That is, indices stored in 

the data structures are valid across all class loaders that share the mntime representation 

15    of class B. 

[00108] Figure 7B depicts a block diagram illustrating components of the runtime 

representation of the class type <B, Ll> subsequent to resolution of the symbolic link 

required by the bytecode instruction 242, in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention. As a result of link resolution, the entry of the class pool that included a 

20 pointer to the symbol 270 has been overwritten with the pointer to the instanceKlass 

object 104'd, as the link was resolved. Furthermore, the entry 276 of the constant pool 

cache 164b has been updated to contain a pointer to the method object 136b. Subsequent 

execution of bytecode instructions referring to the entry 276 of the constant pool cache 

164b of the class type <B, Ll> can avoid the cost of link resolution and use the pointer to 
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method 136b* directly which is available from the constant pool cache entry 276. One 

must appreciate that in this embodiment, the link resolution has updated loader dependent 

data structures (e.g., the class pool 132b and constant pool cache 164b). 

[00109] According to one embodiment, an implementation of the JVM resolves a 

symbolic link by locating the class referenced by the symbolic link. If the class 

referenced by the symbolic link cannot be located, the JVM issues a request to the current 

class loader to load the missing class. The loader that eventually defines the class then 

passes the class file for the class to the JVM, which builds a runtime representation of the 

class. As was described in more detail with respect to Figure 5, the system dictionary and 

the shared class repository can be used by the JVM to locate runtime representation of 

classes and SRR of classes, respectively. 

[00110] Figure 8A depicts a flowchart diagram 400 illustrating method operations 

performed to load a class using an exemplary implementation of the JVM of the present 

invention, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The method 

begins in operation 402 in which an instruction is received from a class loader to 

construct a runtime representation of a class. Next, in operation 404, the class file of the 

class is obtained by the JVM from the specified input stream. In operation 406, the SHA- 

1 digest of the class file is computed. 

[00111] Proceeding  to  operation  408,  the  linked  list  of all  the shared 

representations of classes built using class files of equal value are retrieved from the 

shared class repository, using the SHA-1 digest computed in operation 406. In one 

embodiment, the SHA-1 digest is a hash key. Li one example, the format of the class file 

may not need verification prior to computing the SHA-1 digest. For instance, if the 

specified class file does not conform to a valid class file format, the digest of the class file 
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cannot be mapped to an entry in the shared class repository. 

[00112] In operation 410, a determination is made as to whether a linked list of 

sharedRep objects has been found in the shared class repository using the SHA-1 digest 

of the specified class flle. If a linked list of sharedRep objects has not been found, the 

5 method continues to "B". Otherwise, the method proceeds to operation 412 wherein the 

method scans the list of sharedRep objects to find a sharedRep object together with which 

the class being defined can satisfy all the sharing conditions. In operation 414, a 

determination is made as to whether a sharedRep object satisfying the sharing conditions 

has been found. If such sharedRep object has not been found, the method continues to 

10    "B," otherwise the method continues to "A." 

[00113] Continuing to Figure 8B, a flowchart diagram illustrating method 

operations performed to build a new instanceKlass object (i.e., a loader dependent 

representation of a class type) using the sharedRep object obtained from the shared class 

repository is provided, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The 

IS method begins in operation 416, in which a new instanceKlass object is built using the 

sharedRep obtained. In one example, the new instanceKlass object is allocated and filled 

using the information from the sharedRep object obtained. Next, in operation 418, a 

determination is made as whether a template of loader dependent runtime representation 

of a class is being used by another instanceKlass object. 

20 [00114] If the template is not being used, the method continues to operation 428 

wherein the template is assigned to the instanceKlass object and is initialized for use by 

the instanceKlass object being created. However, if the template has already been used 

by another instanceKlass object, the method continues to operation 420 wherein the 

method replicates the template for the class pool, the constant pool cache, and methods 
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array. The method objects are also created and initialized for use by the new 

instanceKlass object. Next, in operation 422, a corresponding instance of java.lang.Class 

is created, followed by operation 424 in which the static variables of the instanceKlass 

object are created. In operation 426, the instanceKlass object that has been created is 

entered in the system dictionary. 

[00115]        Figure 8C depicts a flowchart diagram illustrating method operations 

performed when the SHA-1 digest does not map to a sharedRep object, in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention. The method begins in operation 430 in 

which the format of the class file is verified, followed by operation 432 in which a new 

sharedRep object is allocated.  In the same manner, sharedMethod objects and shared 

constant pool as well as and templates for class pool, constant pool cache, methods array, 

and methods objects are allocated filled with information obtained from parsing the class 

file.   In one example, the entries of the class pool are set in an unresolved format. 

According to one implementation, setting up the remaining components can be postponed 

until the class is linked (e.g., preparing a constant pool cache, initializing the virtual 

method table, etc.). Next, in operation 434, the sharedRep object is entered in the shared 

class repository using the SHA-1 digest computed earlier as a hash key. 

[00116]        In one embodiment of the present invention, parsing the class file to create 

a new sharedRep object may be avoided if a sharedRep object created from a class file 

having an identical value already exists.   Instead of parsing the class file, the new 

sharedRep object can be obtained by cloning an existing sharedRep object created from a 

class file having a value identical to the value specified to create the new sharedRep 

object. In such a scenario, portions of the new sharedRep object that depend on the super 

sharedRep object (e.g., offset to instance variables, vtable index of methods, etc.) and the 
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unimplemented abstract methods may be changed to reflect the new sharing conditions 

associated with the new sharedRep object. Specifically, if the sharedRep object selected 

for cloning differs from the sharedRep object that should be created by the third sharing 

condition (i.e., objects have the same super sharedRep object), the table of 

5 unimplemented method should be changed. If the sharedRep object selected for cloning 

differs from the sharedRep object to be created by the second sharing condition (i.e., 

objects have different super sharedRep objects), the table of unimplemented method and 

data that depends on the super sharedRep object should be changed. In one exemplary 

cloning implementation, a need to clone the shared constant pool may not exist and the 

10 shared constant pool can be shared by the sharedRep object that is being cloned and the 

sharedRep object that has been cloned. 

[00117] Figure 9A is a flowchart diagram 500 illustrating method operations 

performed to create a new sharedRep object by cloning a sharedRep object created with a 

class file having an identical value, in accordance with one embodiment of the present 

15 invention. The method begins in operation 502 in which the class pool and constant pool 

cache templates of the original sharedRep object are replicated and initialized for use by 

the cloned sharedRep object. Next, in operation 504, the template for the method arrays 

and the method objects of the original sharedRep object are replicated. Proceeding to 

operation 506, the sharedMethod objects of the original sharedRep object are replicated 

20 and initialized for use by the cloned sharedRep object. In operation 508, a determination 

is made as to whether the cloned sharedRep object has the same super sharedRep object 

as the original sharedRep object. If the super sharedRep objects are the same, the method 

continues to operation 288 in which the table of unimplemented methods is changed. 

Otherwise, data that depends on the super sharedRep object may be changed in operation 
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510. The method then proceeds to operation 512 in which the table of unimplemented 

methods is modified. 

[00118]        Figure 9B is a flowchart diagram 500* depicting method operations 

performed on an exemplary cloned sharedRep object by an exemplary implementation of 

the JVM of the present invention, in accordance with another embodiment of the present 

invention.   The method begins in operation 514 in which the reference to the super 

sharedRep object of the cloned sharedRep object is updated so as to point to the 

appropriate sharedRep object. In one embodiment of the present invention, the reference 

to the appropriate super sharedRep object of the cloned sharedRep object is obtained 

from the instanceKlass object of the super class of the class being defined and on behalf 

of which the cloned sharedRep object is created. Next, in operation 516, the total number 

of instance variables of the new super class is determined followed by operation 518 in 

which the total number of instance variables of the initial sharedRep object is determined. 

[00119]        Continuing to operation 520, a determination is made as to whether the 

total number of instance variables of the new super class is equivalent to the total number 

of instance variables of the super class of initial sharedRep object. If the total number of 

instances are not equal, the operation continues to operation 522 in which the field table 

of the initial sharedRep object is scanned followed by the operation 524 in which the 

offsets of the instance variables are updated. If the total number of instances are equal, 

the method continues to operation 526 wherein the vtable length, the table of overridden 

methods, and vtable extension table are updated.  Next, in operation 528, the shared 

methods may be assigned new vtable indices. 

[00120] In one embodiment, to share the runtime representation of methods of a 

class, particularly, the bytecodes of methods, bytecode interpretation is made loader re- 
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entrant. Loader reentrant bytecode interpretation requires that the main memory 

representation of bytecodes not include loader dependent data (e.g., operands of bytecode 

instruction is designed to be meaningful for all loaders sharing the bytecodes, etc.), or 

reflect loader-dependent states (e.g., a bytecode is configured to reflect a particular class 

5 initialization state, etc.). Instead, any particular loader-dependent data or loader 

dependent state is retrieved and evaluated at bytecode interpretation time using loader- 

independent data. Furthermore, techniques utilized to eliminate class initialization tests 

(e.g., "quickening," etc.) may not be used to support loader reentrance. 

[00121] In one example, efflcient access to loader dependent values of a resolved 

10 symbolic link can be performed by using the loader dependent constant pool cache and 

the class pool associated with the class loader dependent representation of the current 

class (i.e., the class defining the method being executed). For instance, upon entering an 

invoked method, a reference to the loader dependent constant pool cache is stored at a 

dedicated location of the stack frame being prepared to execute the invoked method. In 

15 one embodiment, the dedicated location can be a register assigned to cache the constant 

pool cache. From the constant pool cache, the interpreter can efficiently retrieve the 

associated loader dependent class pool. To trigger link resolutions and class 

initializations, in one embodiment, "barriers" which are deflned as short sequences of 

instructions can be used. 

20 [00122] According to one implementation, when utilizing an appropriate encoding 

of the content of the constant pool cache, implementing a barrier can incur minor 

overhead. For instance, when implemented on SPARC processors, barriers can add one 

instruction to the interpretation of bytecode instructions. In one aspect of the present 

invention, to use barriers, resolved information is initialized to a distinguishable value. It 
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must be appreciated that the resolved information is normally obtained from a constant 

pool cache upon interpreting a bytecode instruction. However, in accordance with one 

exemplary embodiment, the resolved information can be initialized to a value that 

denotes an unresolved link, for when link resolution barriers (LRB) are used. In another 

S embodiment, the resolved information can be initialized to a value that denotes an 

uninitialized class, for when class initialization barriers (CIB) are used. 

[00123] In one embodiment of the present invention, a LRB can be added to parts 

of an exemplary implementation of the bytecode interpreter performing the interpretation 

of bytecode instructions that refer to symbolic links. In an exemplary implementation of 

10 the JVM of the present invention, such bytecode instructions include the quickened 

versions of getfield, putfield, invoke virtual, invokespecial, and invokeinterface. The 

LRB is configured to efficiently test whether the symbol being referred to by a bytecode 

instruction has been resolved by the current class loader. 

[00124] Figure lOA includes a flow chart diagram 600 of method operations 

15 performed to determine whether the symbolic link referenced by a bytecode instruction 

manipulating an instance variable is resolved by the current class loader, in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention. By way of example, instruction 

manipulating instance variables can be getfield or putfield, or the quickened version of 

getfield or putfield. The method begins in operation 602 in which an index to the current 

20 constant pool cache is computed from the operand of the bytecode instruction. Next, in 

operation 604, the value of an offset within the instance variable holder is loaded from 

the current constant pool cache at the index obtained. In one example, the index can be 

obtained from the bytecode instruction operand. 

[00125] Proceeding to operation 606, a determination is made as to whether the 
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offset value loaded from the current constant pool cache is equal to an unresolved link 

marker. In one example, the unresolved link marker is a distinguishable value used to 

denote the unresolved link. If the values are not equal, the method continues to operation 

610 wherein instance variable manipulation is performed. However, if the offset loaded 

5 from the current constant pool is equivalent to an unresolved link marker, the method 

continues to operation 608 wherein a call to the runtime is issued so as to resolve the 

symbolic link for the current class loader. In one embodiment, the runtime can replace 

the unresolved link maker at the entry of the constant pool cache with the resolved offset 

value. In this manner, subsequent uses of the constant pool cache entry that may result in 

10 a call to the runtime can be avoided. Furthermore, the resolved offset value can be 

retumed. Thereafter, the method proceeds to operation 610 in which instance variable 

operation is performed using the offset value obtained. In one example, by using a value 

of -1 as the value of the unresolved marker, the LRB for bytecode instructions can be 

implemented to manipulate instance variables on the SPARC processor as a single branch 

15 on negative register value. As a result, one instruction is added to the interpretation of 

the bytecode, as shown in the exemplary code in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Exemplary code including link resolution barrier 

Id [Rcache + (header size + 2*wordSize)], Roffset // Retrieve offset to field 
brgz,pt Roffset, resolved //LRB 
Id [ Robject + Roffset], Rvalue // load field 

[00126]        Reference is made to Figure lOB including a flow chart diagram 600' of 

20    method operations performed to obtain the resolved information encoded by the symbolic 
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link in an operand of an invokevirtual method, in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention. An invokevirtual bytecode instruction implements a virtual method 

dispatch mechanism, wherein the method to be invoked is obtained via a table driven 

lookup mechanism. In one example, the resolved information expected by the bytecode 

is an index to a virtual table. The pointer to the method object encapsulating the bytecode 

of the method to be invoked is stored in the virtual table. 

[00127]        The method begins with operation 612 in which an index to the current 

constant pool cache is computed from the operand of the bytecode instruction. Next, in 

operation 614, the value of a vtable index is loaded from the current constant pool cache 

at the index obtained. In operation 616, a detennination is made as to whether the vtable 

index loaded from the current constant pool cache is equal to a distinguishable value used 

to denote an unresolved link. If the values are not equivalent, the method continues to 

operation 620 wherein the virtual method dispatch is performed.  In one example, the 

virtual method dispatch is performed by using the vtable index to index the virtual table. 

In one instance, the virtual table is embedded in the instanceKlass object and is 

referenced from the object targeted by the method invocation.  However, if the vtable 

index loaded from the current constant pool is an unresolved link marker, the method 

continues to operation 618 in which a call to the runtime is issued so as to resolve the 

symbolic link for the current class loader. For instance, the symbolic link can be resolved 

into a loader dependent method object, from which a sharedMethod object can be reached 

to obtain the vtable index for the method. The runtime can then replace the unresolved 

link maker at the entry of the constant pool cache with the vtable index obtained in 

operation 620.  In this manner, subsequent uses of the constant pool cache entry can 

avoid calling the runtime. 
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[00128] According to one embodiment, link resolution barriers may be redundant 

in the presence of class initialization barriers (CIB). Specifically, when a class 

initialization barrier is required for interpreting a bytecode instruction, a link resolution 

barrier may not be needed. In one example, class initialization barrier may be needed in 

the implementation of bytecode instructions that may result in a first use of a class by a 

software program. Figure llA depicts a flow chart diagram 700 of exemplary method 

operations performed to determine whether a link resolution barrier or a class 

initialization barrier should be implemented, in accordance with one embodiment of the 

present invention. The method begins in operation 702 in which a decision is made as to 

whether a quickened version of getstatic, putstatic, invokestatic, or new is being 

generated. If the quickened bytecode for getstatic, putstatic, invokestatic, or new is being 

generated, the method continues to operation 704 in which class initialization barrier is 

implemented. Otherwise, the method continues to operation 706 in which a 

determination is made as to whether the quickened bytecode being interpreted refers to a 

class loader dependent symbolic link. If a class loader dependent symbolic link is being 

implemented, the method continues to operation 708 in which link resolution barrier is 

implemented. 

[00129] Figure IIB depicts a flowchart diagram 700* of the method operations 

performed while interpreting a bytecode instruction manipulating a static variable, in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. By way of example, bytecode 

instructions manipulating static variable may be getstatic or putstatic, or the quickened 

versions of getstatic or putstatic. The method begins in operation 710, in which an index 

to the current constant pool cache is computed from the operand of the bytecode 

instruction. Next, in operation 712, the address to a static variable is loaded from the 
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current constant pool cache. In one example, the index is obtained from the bytecode 

instruction operand. 

[00130] In operation 714, a determination is made as to whether the static variable 

address loaded from the current constant pool cache is equal to a distinguishable value 

used to denote an uninitialized class. If the values are not equal, the method continues to 

operation 718 wherein the static variable manipulation is performed. In one instance, 

static variable manipulation may be loading of the value of the static variable onto the 

expression stack when performing a getstatic, or storing a value from the expression stack 

onto the static variable when performing a putstatic. However, if the address loaded from 

the current constant pool is equivalent to an uninitialized class marker, the method 

continues to operation 716 wherein a call is issued to the runtime so as to initialize the 

class for the current class loader. In one example, calling the runtime may also resolve 

the symbolic link to the class before initializing the class. The runtime then replaces the 

uninitialized class marker at the entry of the constant pool cache with the address of the 

static variable, thus avoiding subsequent calling of the runtime when constant pool cache 

entry is used. Next, the method proceeds to operation 718. In one example, the NULL 

pointer value can be used as the uninitialized class marker. In this manner, the CIB for 

bytecode instructions that manipulate static variables can be implemented on the SPARC 

processor as a branch on non-zero register value, as shown in the exemplary code 

depicted in Table 3. 
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Table 3 - Exemplary Code using CIB 

Id [Rcache + (header size + 2*wordSize)], Rvar // load static variable address 
bmz,a,pt Rvar, initialized //CIB 
Id [Rvar],Rvalue // Load static variable 

[00131] Bytecode instructions for invoking a static method, such as invokestatic 

and the quickened version of invokestatic, refer to a constant pool cache entry in 

5 respective operands. The constant cache pool entry holds a reference to the method 

representing the static method. In one example, the CIB for such bytecode instructions is 

implemented by loading the pointer to the method object from the constant pool cache 

using the index computed from the operand of the invokestatic bytecode instruction. 

Then, the pointer to the method object from the constant pool cache is compared with an 

10 uninitialized class marker. If the value of the pointer equal to that of uninitialized 

marker, execution can be routed to runtime, enabling initialization of the class defining 

the static method. Runtime may also resolve the symbolic link to the class before 

initializing the class. In such a scenario, the constant pool cache entry can be filled with 

the pointer to the method object representing the static method, before runtime returns the 

15 method object pointer to the interpreter. In one example, a NULL pointer value can be 

used for the uninitialized class marker. In such a situation, the CIB for bytecode 

instructions invoke a static method that can be implemented on SPARC with a single 

branch on non-zero register value. 

[00132] The quickened version of "new" bytecode instructions refers to the class 

20    pool entry holding a reference to the instanceKlass object that represents the class for 
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which an instance is to be allocated. In one example, the class pool can be organized so 

as to hold two sets of information per entry. For instance, the first set of information 

includes the pointer to the instanceKlass object representing a class type while the second 

set of information includes the size of the instance of the class. A CIB for the new 

5 bytecode instruction is implemented by initializing the size information to the 

uninitialized class marker whose value is distinguishable from any of the possible 

instance sizes. 

[00133] Figure IICD shows a flow chart diagram 700' of method operations 

performed when interpreting the quickened version of the new bytecode, in accordance 

10 with one embodiment of the present invention. The method begins in operation 730, in 

which an index to the current class pool is computed from the operand of the bytecode 

instructions. Next, in operation 732, the instance size is loaded from the current class 

pool, at the index obtained from the bytecode instruction operand. In a different 

embodiment, the address of the current class pool can be obtained from the header of the 

IS current constant pool cache which address has been stored at a dedicated location upon 

entering the current method. Proceeding to operation 734, a determination is made as to 

whether the instance size value loaded from the current class pool is equal to the 

uninitialized class marker. If the values are not equal, the method continues to operation 

738 where the allocation of heap space for the new instance is performed.   In one 

20 example, the heap spaced allowed is an amount equivalent to the instance size obtained 

from the class pool. 

[00134] Continuing to operation 740, the pointer to the instanceKlass object 

describing the instantiated class is obtained from the class pool entry defined adjacent to 

the class pool entry from which the instance size was obtained. Then, in operation 742, 
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the pointer to the instanceKlass object is stored in the header of the allocated object. 

However, if in operation 734 a determination was made that the instance size loaded from 

the current constant pool is equal to an uninitialized class marker, the method continues 

to operation 736 wherein a call to the runtime is issued so as to initialize the class for the 

5 current class loader. The runtime may also resolve the symbolic link to the class before 

initializing the class. The runtime then replaces the uninitialized class maker at the entry 

of the class pool with the size of instances of the class, thus avoiding calling the runtime 

during subsequent uses of the class pool entry. Next, the method proceeds to operation 

738. In one embodiment, the value of -1 can be used as the value of the uninitialized 

10 marker. In this manner, the CIB for the new bytecode instruction can be implemented on 

the SPARC processor as a single branch on negative register value. 

[00135] As  can  be  appreciated,  the  present  invention  describes  how an 

implementation of the JVM can share the runtime representation of classes, including the 

bytecodes of classes, across multiple defining loaders. Sharing is achieved by separating 

15 the part of the runtime representation of a class that depends on loader-specific data (e.g., 

resolved links, static variables, etc.) from the part of the runtime representation that is 

loader independent. Furthermore, byte code interpretation is made loader re-entrant by 

adding link resolution and class initialization barriers as well as efficient access to loader 

dependent parts of the runtime representation of the class. 

20 [00136] The aspects of the present invention are numerous. Most importantly, the 

amount of main-memory consumed by executing software programs is reduced by 

allowing the runtime representation of dynamically loaded software components to be 

shared when certain sharing conditions have been met. In this manner, beneficially, the 

embodiments of the present invention may avoid dealing with situations wherein object 
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layouts or virtual tables are different. Another aspect of the present invention is that 

interpretation of bytecode is made class loader re-entrant by re-organizing the runtime 

representation of classes and adding class initialization and link resolution barriers. In 

this manner, the bytecode of methods, one of the most space-consuming part of the 

runtime representation of a class, can be shared across class loaders, while loader 

dependent part of the runtime representation of classes can be efficiently accessed. Still 

another aspect of the present invention is that sharing imposes almost no space or 

processing overhead when classes are defined by a single class loader. Yet another 

aspect is the capability of the present invention to factor out the cost of loading a class 

across multiple loaders defining the class. 

[00137] Yet another aspect is that by avoiding the costs associated with executing 

a software program each time, the impact on both the start-up time of the Java program as 

well as the overall performance of the Java program can be significant. In this manner, 

sharing the main memory runtime representation of classes can reduce both the footprint 

of Java programs as well as the runtime costs. 

[00138] Although specific reference is made to terminology defined by Sun 

Microsystems, Inc., it should be understood that any name could be used for such terms, 

so long as the desired functionality is achieved. For instance, reference is made to the 

JVM and class loaders, but in a broad sense, these terms simply define the underlying 

environment. As such, it must be understood that the system of the present invention can 

be implemented in any appropriate environment so long as the runtime representation of 

program components can be shared across a plurality of software components. 

Accordingly, any reference to a particular standard should be viewed only as exemplary 

and focus should be placed on the claimed functional operation. 
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[00139] With the above embodiments in mind, it should be understood that, the 

invention may be practiced with other computer system configurations including hand- 

held devices, microprocessor systems, microprocessor-based or progranmiable consumer 

electronics, minicomputers, mainframe computers and the like. Furthermore, the 

5 invention may employ various computer-implemented operations involving data stored in 

computer systems. Such operations require physical manipulation of physical quantities. 

Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic 

signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise 

manipulated. Further, the manipulations performed are often referred to in terms, such as 

10    producing, identifying, determining, or comparing. 

[00140] Any of the operations described herein that form part of the invention are 

useful machine operations. The invention also relates to a device or an apparatus for 

performing these operations. The apparatus may be specially constructed for the required 

purposes, or it may be a general-purpose computer selectively activated or configured by 

15 a computer program stored in the computer. In particular, various general-purpose 

machines may be used with computer programs written in accordance with the teachings 

herein, or it may be more convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform 

the required operations. 

[00141] The invention can also be embodied as computer readable code on a 

20 computer readable medium. The computer readable medium is any data storage device 

that can store data which thereafter be read by a computer system. Examples of the 

computer readable medium include hard drives, network attached storage (NAS), read- 

only memory, random-access memory, CD-ROMs, CD-Rs, CD-RWs, magnetic tapes, 

and other optical and non-optical data storage devices. The computer readable medium 
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can also be distributed over a network coupled computer systems so that the computer 

readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. Furthermore, although the 

present invention primarily targets the Java progranmiing language, it can be used for 

other programming languages with similar features (e.g., SmallTalk, any object oriented 

5    programming language with dynamic loading, etc.). 

[00142] Although the foregoing invention has been described in some detail for 

purposes of clarity of understanding, it will be apparent that certain changes and 

modifications may be practiced within the scope of the appended claims. Accordingly, 

the present embodiments are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the 

10 invention is not to be limited to the details given herein, but may be modified within the 

scope and equivalents of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
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